
Great fit is subjective, but that doesn’t 

mean you can’t study it objectively. Two 

years ago we began a comprehensive 

evaluation of our Pearl Izumi fit standards, 

because we wanted to know three things: 

how our sizing served riders compared to 

the competition, if riders in North America 

and Europe needed different fit profiles, 

and if we could make any improvements  

to our standards.

We learned that riders in North America 

and Europe have similar body shapes. 

And our current fit covers more riders 

better than any other brand. We also 

found that with a few small changes it 

could be even better.

You can stock Pearl knowing that we will 

fit more of your customers, better, than 

any other brand. This dedication to great 

fitting gear is why we confidently offer a 

60-Day Fit Guarantee.  

NORTH AMERICA EUROPE

44,900 PEOPLE MEASURED

89% 11%

1:1 ANATOMIC FIT

HYPERFIT GENERALATHLETIC
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CURRENT NEW CURRENT NEW

increase in men’s market 
coverage with improved 
shaping between waist & hip60%

increase in women’s market 
coverage with improved 
 shaping between waist & hip32%

increase in women’s market 
coverage with improved 
 shaping between bust & waist104%

Changes begin in Spring ’18. As each 

style is redesigned, more of the line will 

reflect the new standard. By 2020, all 

Pearl Izumi styles will be updated.

MINOR CHANGES = MAJOR RESULTS

 

40% 66% 79% 85% 100%

S18 F18 S19 F19 S20

1" REDUCTION
IN LOW HIP

1.5" INCREASE
IN WAIST

0.5" INCREASE
IN LOW HIP

The subtle changes we’ve made now 

allow us to capture the middle of the 

athletic population bell curve, while 

still biasing towards the more athletic 

end of the spectrum.



If a motorist  
calls you a name, 
so what? At least 
the motorist  
sees you.

Pearl Izumi BioViz® is not just 

another “hi-vis” thing. Designed 

from the driver’s perspective,

it’s real technology that’s been 

real-world tested - to grab the 

attention of humans, not cameras. 

It’s a complete system that 

leverages 3M reflectives, true 

fluorescents and a rider’s 

movement to be seen faster, 

and up to five times farther 

away. By motorists, riders, 

and our competitors.   



Fluorescents, like our iconic Screaming Yellow, actually convert 
invisible UV light into additional visible light. Typical colors reflect 
a maximum of 90% of light vs. 200-300% for a fluorescent color. 
The fluorescent glow increases perception distance five times over 
standard colors, so drivers can see you from much further away.

1. TRUE FLUORESCENT COLORS

No visibility standards existed for cycling, so we did some math. 

We set our visibility minimum standard at 100 meters, based 
on the fastest closing rate a driver would typically encounter a 
rider on the road, to allow ample time for evasive action.

Then we tested our apparel in real world conditions, because if it 
only works with a camera flash, we wouldn’t want it on our backs.

SO, HOW MUCH 
DISTANCE DOES A 
DRIVER NEED TO 

REACT SAFELY?

Evaluating a reflective 
garment with a camera 
flash is misleading, 
because it doesn’t 
take distance, the 
riding position or the 
riding environment 
into account. Out on 
the open road many 
reflective solutions 
reveal themselves as 
gimmicks, providing 
very little reflective 
performance at half of 
our standard distance. 

DON’T  
TRUST
YOUR 
CAMERA

2. BIOMOTION

Our brains are wired to notice graphic patterns, so by breaking 
up high-visibility colors with blocks of contrasting colors we 
can catch a driver’s eye even more effectively.

3. CONTRAST

Biomotion describes our brain’s ability to recognize patterns of 
movement from limited information, especially when it’s related 
to human movement. By placing high-quality reflective markers 
strategically, the points work together to identify you as a human 
on a bike…faster. The motion created by these coordinated 
points is noticeably easier to see than garments completely 
covered with lower quality reflective elements, reflective 
thread or dots.

 400 ft/122 m  2,200 ft/671 m SCREAMING GREEN SCREAMING PINK SCREAMING YELLOW

100 KPH / 62 MPH
25 KPH / 15 MPH

100 METERS/ 328 FEET   
REACTION DISTANCE

33m
108ft

67m
220ft

100m
328ft

130m
426ft

167m
548ft

FLICKER

STATIC

TEMPO

THREE ZONES WORK TOGETHER

Provides a steady reference point

Creates rhythmic motion

Adds quick, dynamic movement



PI DRY™

Cold is cold, but it’s pretty easy to layer 

up and stay warm. Cold and wet can be 

really cold. We set out to make gear that 

will help you thrive when the roads are 

covered with snow melt and the wind 

still carries a chill. Our new tights and 

warmers featuring PI DRY™ technology 

shrug off precipitation to keep you 

comfortably warm in tough conditions, 

so you can Ride 365.



PI DRY™ is a hydrophobic treatment 

used on knit or woven fabrics that 

makes fibers repel water, without 

effecting the breathability or feel 

of the fabric. Now you can splash 

through a puddle and the spray will 

simply run off. 

STANDARD DWR

Top surface treatment Coats each individual fiber

Individually coated fibers 

maintain a high surface area 

for wicking performance 

while the flexibility and 

comfort of the microfibers 

are not compromised.

PI DRYTM

INDIVIDUAL 
FIBER

PI DRYTM 
COATING

Unlike a typical DWR (Durable Water Resistant)  
coating, PI DRYTM will last the life of the garment.

DURABILITY

Standard DWR retains  
only 80% performance  
after 20 washes20 x

100 x
PI DRYTM retains 
performance even 
after 100 washes

PI DRY™

TECHNOLOGY

PI DRYTM

Doesn’t saturate, maintaining 
fabric performance

Maintains water repellency 
under stretch

Can be used on knit or woven fabrics

No need to heat dry to 
maintain performance

Fabric under treatment can saturate, 
compromising performance

Effectiveness reduced 
under stretch

Is only effective on woven fabrics

Heated dry cycle necessary 
to maintain performance



SKIN

PI transfer spreads moisture
across the fabric surface to
speed evaporation

Technical yarns pull moisture away 
from the skin to help maintain a 
comfortable body temperature SKIN

Brushed pile
backing provides
plush insulation

Technical yarns pull moisture 
away from the skin to keep you
warm and dry

PI thermal spreads moisture
across the fabric surface to 
speed evaporation

SKIN

Brushed pile
backing provides

plush insulation

DWR coating sheds
water to maintain 
breathability

Technical yarns pull sweat 
from the skin to keep you 
comfortably warm and dry

Tightly knit face fabric
provides wind protection

Breathable membrane 
adds additional protection 
from wind and water Woven face fabric provides

wind protection and durability
WxB garments add a
breathable waterproof
membrane

DWR coating sheds water 
To maintain breathability

Highly breathable to 
work as a system with 
PI transfer and PI 
thermal underlayers

AVERAGE MATERIALS ABSORB AND 

TRAP MOISTURE IN THE FIBERS

TRAPPED MOISTURE SITS AGAINST 

YOUR SKIN, CREATING a CLAMY FEEL

TRAPPED MOISTURE IN THE FABRIC

CONDUCTS HEAT ENERGY. 
PI TRANSFER FABRICS ACITVELY 

MOVE MOISTURE AWAY 

FROM YOUR SKIN.

ONCE MOISTURE REACHES THE 

SURFACE, IT SPREADS AND EVAPORATES.

AS MOISTURE EVAPORATES, IT COOLS YOU 

IN WARM WEATHER.

BECAUSE THE MOISTURE IS QUICKLY MOVED TO

THE SURFACE, AN INSULATION LAYER IS CREATED,

KEEPING YOU WARM IN COOL WEATHER AND

THE HEAT OUT IN WARMER WEATHER.

AVERAGE FABRICS VS. PI TRANSFER FABRICSTHINKING WOVEN IN,  
NOT ADDED ON.
Our technical fabrics are engineered  
to work together as a system to keep  
you comfortable in any conditions.

PI SOFTSHELL 
TRANSFER + THERMAL + BARRIER

PI TRANSFER 
ACTIVE MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

PI THERMAL 
THERMAL + TRANSFER

PI BARRIER 
WIND AND WATER PROTECTION



RIDE 365 LAYERING SYSTEM
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• Smooth, dynamic stretch top sheet
• Inset, high-density suspension foam
• Ultra-breathable surround foam
• Perforated backing fabric

M P.R.O. Pursuit 1:1® Chamois

MEN’S WOMEN’S

PURSUIT

• Smooth, 4-way stretch top sheet
• High-density suspension foam
• Wicking backing fabric

M ELITE Pursuit 1:1® Chamois

• Smooth, brushed top sheet
• Medium-density suspension foam
• Wicking backing fabric

M SELECT Pursuit 1:1®  Chamois

FOR MAXIMUM RIDE
FEEL AND CONTROL

• Smooth, dynamic stretch top sheet
• Soft comfort foam layer
• High-density suspension foam
• Perforated backing fabric

W P.R.O. Pursuit 1:1® Chamois

• Smooth, 4-way stretch top sheet
• High-density suspension foam
• Wicking backing fabric

W ELITE Pursuit 1:1®  Chamois

• Smooth, brushed top sheet
• Medium-density suspension foam
• Wicking backing fabric

W SELECT Pursuit 1:1®  Chamois



ESCAPE FOR MAXIMUM IN THE
SADDLE COMFORT

MEN’S WOMEN’S

• Smooth next to skin interface
• Medium-density suspension core
• Pre-shaped and curved to the body

M SELECT Escape 1:1®  Chamois

• Smooth next to skin interface
• Free floating, dynamic stretch top sheet
• High-density 3-layer suspension core
• Pre-shaped and curved to the body
• Highly breathable to keep skin dry

M P.R.O. Escape 1:1® Chamois

• Smooth next to skin interface
• Free floating, dynamic stretch top sheet
• High-density 3-layer suspension core
• Pre-shaped and curved to the body
• Highly breathable to keep skin dry

W P.R.O. Escape 1:1® Chamois

• Smooth next to skin interface
• Free floating, 4-way stretch top sheet
• High-density 2-layer suspension core
• Pre-shaped and curved to the body
• Highly breathable to keep skin dry

M ELITE Escape 1:1® Chamois

• Smooth next to skin interface
• Free floating, 4-way stretch top sheet
• High-density 2-layer suspension core
• Pre-shaped and curved to the body
• Highly breathable to keep skin dry

W ELITE Escape 1:1®  Chamois

• Smooth next to skin interface
• Medium-density suspension core
• Pre-shaped and curved to the body

W SELECT Escape 1:1®  Chamois
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ELEVATE

LAUNCH

SUMMIT

DIVIDE

CANYON

JOURNEY

–Alex, Dirt and Essentials 
  Senior Product Manager 

As we built our new Dirt strategy, we identified 

rider experiences that cover a spectrum from 

downhill to recreational bike path riding. There 

are a lot of ways to have fun riding on dirt, so 

we focused on creating a strong line from 

gravity driven Enduro to in-town adventures. 

You’ll find more aggressive silhouettes, durable 

materials and protection with our Elevate and 

Summit collections and lighter weight, more 

casual and versatile styles with our Canyon and 

Journey collections. A Canyon short could be 

comfortably worn for a commute on Monday, 

dirt road exploring on Thursday, and a three 

hour singletrack session on Saturday.

“

“

THE DIRT SPECTRUM

VERSA

1
2 3

downhill/
freeride

enduro all mountain trail cross country adventure groad bike path
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We add run shoe EVA 
strategically for extra 
off-bike cushioning, 
 without affecting  pedaling 
performance.

We use carbon rubber on all 
of our soles for confi dence 
inspiring traction.

1:1 NEXT-STEP

We believe a mountain bike shoe 
shouldn’t limit any part of your ride, 
including what you do off the bike, so 
we design hike-able shoes that don’t 
compromise pedaling performance.

Our lab testing determined
that stiffness is critical 
in the area from the ball 
of the foot to just before 
the heel for optimal
pedaling performance.
Prototypes of the original
X-Project® sole were found 
to be just as  effi cient as a 
full rigid carbon plate.

There is nothing wrong with 
walking your bike. Unless 
you can’t walk your bike.

We tune our shoes to fl ex just 
ahead of the ball of the foot 
for a natural walking gait.
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X-PROJECT®

X-ALP® LAUNCH

X-ALP® ELEVATE

X-ALP® SUMMIT

X-ALP® CANYON

X-ALP® JOURNEY

ALL ROAD

–Mike, Footwear 
  Global Category Manager 

The Dirt team identified early on 

that there was an opportunity to tie 

our footwear into the rest of the line 

to make it easier for riders to shop. 

Now when a rider sees “Elevate” 

they can expect the protection and 

features needed for All Mountain 

conditions, whether they’re looking 

at shorts or shoes.

“

“

NEW DIRT SHOE LINE-UP

1
2 3

downhill/
freeride

enduro all mountain trail cross country adventure groad bike path
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90% of the power a rider produces is used to overcome aerodynamic 

drag on flat terrain. Two thirds of this aero drag is caused by the rider’s 

body, so the biggest opportunity to improve performance is optimizing 

airflow around the rider. Apparel is a unique area  to look for gains, 

because  unlike aggressive body positioning that can cause discomfort,  

or aero helmets  that sacrifice ventilation,  there is no compromise.

Pearl Izumi has created the fastest apparel for professional racing 

since sponsoring the Garmin team in 2008. Now we’re bringing aero 

advantages to everyone.

PURSUIT AERO COLLECTION

How much air 
needs to be pushed 
out of the way? The 
bigger the object, 
the bigger the area 
of high pressure 
pushing the object 
backward, so 
smaller is faster.

SIZE
Objects moving through the 
air create a turbulent wake 
behind them. This wake is 
an area of low pressure that 
literally sucks the object 
backward. The shape of an 
object affects the size of the 
wake and the amount of drag. 
A smaller wake is faster.

SHAPE
How air flows around 
an object also effects 
the size of the wake. If 
air can follow the shape 
longer before it spins 
into turbulence, it will 
create a smaller wake. 
And, as you know, a 
smaller wake is faster.

FLOW

FACTORS AFFECTING AERO DRAG

HIGH-PRESSURE ZONE FORWARD MOTION LOW-PRESSURE WAKE
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Through pattern engineering we’re able to 
eliminate wrinkles, effectively making the  
athlete smaller.

SIZE

Aerodynamic shapes use a long tail to smooth 
airflow, reducing the size of the low-pressure wake. 
Our patented Speed Sleeve is designed to stretch 
between the upper arm and torso, creating  
a smooth shape that reduces drag.

Textures on an object’s surface can help airflow follow the 
shape longer, creating a smaller wake. Our Transfer Aero 
fabric and special seam placements further reduce drag.

SHAPE

FLOW

ENGINEERING FAST




